
     Meetings will be held at the VFW in McHenry 3002 w. IL. Rt. 120  
the first Wednesday of “Every month” 7:30pm-9:00pm April-December
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Northern Illinois Spoonpluggers   

          Southern Wisconsin Lakes are producing some good catches of 
Muskie, Walleye and Northern Pike. The larger fish are being caught at 

about 20 feet and deeper. Some Spoonpluggers are hitting fish on 
lakes that were previously no trolling lakes. It’s time to expand our 
horizons and start exploring some new lakes now that trolling is 
legal. Lakes in Kenosha and Racine counties in Southern Wisconsin 
that have good quality lakes that aren’t too big and are an hour or 

less drive for most Spoonpluggers in Illinois. Many of these lakes are 
literally untouched by Spoonpluggers and are loaded with fish.
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        Fishing Facts editor, Carl Malz
From Buck Perry’s H.S.C. Mental Aspects

“Recently” We have witnessed an attempt to make 
‘structure’ synonymous with DEEP WATER or DEEP 

WATER STRUCTURE FISHING. Whoever said structure 
existed ONLY in deep water? Structure is wherever you 
find it. Sometimes it’s in the deep; sometimes it’s in the 
shallows; sometimes it’s in between! A large number of 

fishermen associate ‘structure fishing’ almost 
exclusivly with DEEP WATER fishing. For years FISHING 
FACTS has pursuaded most fishermen to devote more 
time toward deep water structures and now find most 
anglers deserting the shallows almost ENTIRELY. Buck 

Perry has said time and time again: ‘The fish are 
either in the SHALLOWS the DEEP or somewhere IN 

BETWEEN. Carl still believed that the lunker fish will 
be caught near the deep water area’s for the majority 
of the fishing season but the deep water fishermen are 
likely to be missing out on some fast action and on 

some good sized fish because they keep passing up the 
shallows near these deep water area’s before they start 
working the deeper water structures that most of the 
time you need to be right on the money to make a 

great catch in a short period of time.
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